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Element
.

Levels of Performance
.

1. Article was one assigned or fit the

assignment criteria;correct APA

citation, URL or other location

information; extremely useful article;

skillful discussion of purpose, info on

participants, results or significance of

study; summary original.

__Target(3)

<em>Article was one assigned or fit the

assignment criteria;correct APA

citation, URL or other location

information; extremely useful article;

skillful discussion of purpose, info on

participants, results or significance of

study; summary original. </em>

__Acceptable(2)

<em>Article was one assigned or fit the

assignment criteria; correct APA

citation, URL or other location

information; usefulness of article clear;

acceptable discussion of purpose, info

on participants, results or significance

of study; summary original. </em>

__Unacceptable(0-1)

<p><em>Article was not one assigned

or did not fit assignment requirements;

incorrect APA citation, URL or other

location information; usefulness of

article discussed but seemed irrelevant;

unclear or vague purpose, or info on

participants, results or significance of

study; summary not completely original.

</em></p>

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

2. Summary reveals skillful writing;

sophisticated sentence construction; no

punctuation errors; no grammatical

errors such as subject-verb agreement;

no spelling errors; lack of usage errors

indicating proofreading.

__Target(3)

<em>Summary reveals skillful writing;

sophisticated sentence construction; no

punctuation errors; no grammatical

errors such as subject-verb agreement;

no spelling errors; lack of usage errors

indicating proofreading.</em>

__Acceptable(2)

<em>Summary reveals appropriate

writing skills; adequate sentence

construction; few punctuation errors;

few grammatical errors such as

subject-verb agreement; no spelling

errors; lack of usage errors indicating

__Unacceptable(0-1)

<p><em>Summary reveals minimal

writing skills; 2 or more sentence

structure errors (fragments or run-ons

or clarity); multiple punctuation errors;

spelling errors; grammatical errors such

as subject-verb agreement; usage
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proofreading.</em> errors indicating no or litte

proofreading.</em></p>

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________

_________________________________________________________________
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